THE VINYL ANSWER
ROLLING OUT A NEW LOOK IN AN OLD STANDARD

PLUS:
SIMPLE REPAIRS FOR ASPHALT ROOFS
EQUIP YOUR GARAGE AND WORKSHOP
SAVING MONEY WITH RECLAIMED WOOD
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135° Split Point start from Contact
3-flat shank, less chuck slippage
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www.MyTGTools.com  1-800-687-4122

TG® Tools • 1010 Cedar Ave. • St. Charles, IL 60174 • ph 800-687-4122 • fax 630-584-4722
E-Z Pro™ Cuts Dovetail Joints with Your Router!

THE DOVETAILER™

CAN BE USED WITH ALL HANDHELD ROUTERS AND ALL ROUTER TABLES

With the DOVETAILER™ Jig and your router, you can cut professional Through or Half Blind Dovetail Joints, simply and accurately . . . Right Out of the Box!

- Accommodates boards of any width
- Includes 1/2” Dovetail Router Bit

Includes 1/2” Dovetail Router Bit

Cuts Through Joints

Cuts Half-Blind Joints

EASY TO USE FOR THE BEGINNER AND THE PROFESSIONAL

- Self-aligning design ensures that both ends of the dovetail joint match up evenly every time
- Portable to your work site or work area
- Sturdy machined aluminum construction
- Easily adjust the dovetail interference to create loose or tight joints

- No need to bolt the jig onto workbench like many other expensive Dovetail Jigs
- You bring the jig to the work piece, not the work piece to the jig
- Integrated clamps allow precise clamping of jig to work piece
- Can be used with all handheld Routers or Router Tables

THE EASY WAY TO MAKE PROFESSIONAL FURNITURE JOINTS
**E-Z Woodworking**

For the Professional and the Do-It-Yourselfer

**E-Z Pocket Hole Jig Kit**

Award Winning Ingenuity!

**KIT INCLUDES**
- 1 Pocket Hole Jig with Clamp
- 3/8" Step Drill Bit & Drill Stop with Hex Wrench
- 6" Steel Square Drive Bit
- Square Drive Screws

**NO. 849**

**SMART DESIGN**
- Heavy duty aluminum extrusion & hardened steel drill bushings
- Built to be portable or bench mounted, and designed with a built-in clamping system

**THREE TYPES OF POCKET HOLE JOINTS**
- Flush, Corner & Angle

---

Woodworking Made Easy!

For more information visit [www.generaltools.com/joiningtools](http://www.generaltools.com/joiningtools)

---

General Tools & Instruments
80 White Street, New York, NY 10013-3567
TEL: 212. 431. 6100  TOLL FREE: 800. 697. 8665

---

“It’s your job... General Tools make it easier”
135° Split Point start from Contact
3-flat shank, less chuck slippage
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www.MyTGTools.com/kik1.php  1-800-687-4122

TG® Tools • 1010 Cedar Ave. • St. Charles, IL 60174 • ph 800-687-4122 • fax 630-584-4722
We Put a **KIK®** in Your Boring Tasks!

The revolutionary **KIK® Spade Bit** has over 30% more cutting surface making them much faster and longer lasting than standard spade bits. There is no protruding tang to bend or break allowing these bits to even bore non-ferrous sheet metals and curved holes too! Tested and Proven Superior by an Independent Lab.

**KIK® HS Brad Point**

Independent Lab Tested and Proven
Designed for Drilling Sheet Metal, Wood and Plastic Faster, Cleaner with Longer Life and no Walking on the Surface.

**KIK® Forstner Bit**

Proven Superior by an Independent Lab Cleaner Entry and Exit

- Bores through Hard Woods 100% Faster Compared to Standard Forstners
- Bores Mills Routes Cuts
- Bores Curved Paths Channels
- Bores Through Acrylics Cleanly Without Melting Able to Bore 90 Degree Curved Paths

**6 Cutting Edges**

- Plastic
- Acrylic
- Brass

**9 Cutting Edges 3 on Each Blade**

- Titanium Coated
- 3-Flat Shank
  Open Head Design for no Clogging Easy Drilling and Direction Control


TG® Tools • 1010 Cedar Ave. • St. Charles, IL 60174 • ph 800-687-4122 • fax 630-584-4722
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For more than 10 years we’ve been manufacturing flooring underlayments from recycled materials. We were “Green” before it was fashionable. In the early days, our competitors scoffed at our “ugly” pads, but today everyone else is scrambling to “invent” their own green story. Thanks to all of you that have helped make QuietWalk one of the best known, best selling, and best performing floating floor underlayments on the market today.

Thousands of satisfied customers have installed literally acre after acre of our products. There’s a reason that more and more architects and designers specify flooring underlayments from MP Global Products . . . and most qualify for LEED credits (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) as established by the United States Green Building Council. Furthermore, our products are certified by Scientific Certification Systems (SCS) for recycled content and as a clean air contributor.

QuietWalk®
Acoustic Underlayment for Floating Wood & Laminate Floors

Insulayment®
Acoustic Underlayment for Glue-down & Nail-down Wood Floors

QuietWarmth®
Radiant Heat for Tile, Wood & Laminate Floors

FIBERBACKER™
Acoustic & Anti-fracture Membrane for Tile Floors

Your ENVIRONMENTAL Underlayment Specialists
888.379.9695 | quietwalk.com | quietwarmth.com
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"IT IS REALLY EASY TO USE LUMBER LIQUIDATORS ONLINE SHOPPING. I FOUND WHAT I NEEDED REAL FAST AND I LIKE THE FACT THAT YOU JUST TYPE IN HOW MANY SQUARE FEET YOU NEED AND ITESTIMATES HOW MANY BOXES AND THE PRICE."

LYNN B., BOWDON, GA

"I liked the quality of Bellawood so much, I installed it in my own home." ~ Bob Vila

Bellawood Brazilian Cherry

HARDWOOD FLOORS FOR LESS!

LUMBER LIQUIDATORS
www.lumberliquidators.com
1-800-HARDWOOD

Over 200 stores nationwide! For a FREE catalog or a store near you call 1-800-HARDWOOD or go to lumberliquidators.com. Gift certificates available.
Working with wood, nails and power tools, DIY’ers can expect their fair share of bumps and bruises. Don’t forget splinters, cuts and scrapes. Occasionally things can get even hairier, and professional contractors aren’t exempt from accidents, either. In fact, a good contractor friend of mine recently started a fire in a customer’s home when he left some chemically drenched rags piled in the corner of an un-conditioned room during the hot Alabama summer. Luckily, tragedy was averted and the fire was extinguished before the house went to ashes, but dangerous mistakes do happen.

Over the past year the EHT staff has experienced some close calls of its own. I’ll omit the names to protect the guilty, but one of us nearly fell through the ceiling of his house when he stepped between the joists in his attic. Fortunately, his whole body didn’t slip through the framing, but he did have a leg-hole to patch in the drywall. Speaking of joists, another staff member fell through the floor of an under-construction deck—a second-story deck, at that (ouch!). That incident required some medical attention. A certain team member thought it wise to work on top of a ladder atop a floating dock. That setup worked fine until the waves hit, and he and the ladder both took a spill. And, a key member of our editorial team inadvertently drilled through a 220-volt live supply line while relocating an HVAC disconnect switch. The electrical charge was powerful enough to weld the drill bit into the end of the drill chuck. Thank heaven for insulated handles.

Believe it or not, I don’t point out these mistakes to erode any credibility we may have earned up to this point regarding home-improvement matters. The fact is that when it comes to repairs and renovations, mistakes are bound to happen even with the folks who are very accustomed to “doing it themselves.” My point is this: Always stay alert, keep safety first in mind, and never get too comfortable around power tools, electricity, chemicals and all the other hazards you’re bound to face in this line of work.
A Tiling Breakthrough

DO IT YOURSELF.

EASY AS 1, 2, 3!

BONDERA™
Tile Adhesive on a Roll

To learn more visit BonderaTileMatSet.com
It's quick. It's clean. It's durable. No dust. No odors. No VOCs.
Q: When hanging drywall, how far apart should I space the fasteners?

A: Fastener spacing for installing gypsum panels depends on the particular drywall application and fastener type. For example, when nailing to wood framing members, United States Gypsum Corporation (USG, the manufacturers of Sheetrock) recommends the spacing is 7 inches for ceilings, and 8 inches for walls. When screwing into wood and steel construction the spacing is 12 inches on ceilings and 16 inches for walls. EHT recommends using screws for drywall installation.

Q: What’s a strong finish sealer to use on outdoor furniture?

A: For an exceptionally weather-protective finish, use a multi-phase process that’s commonly used in the boat business. Prep the surface by sanding with 220-grit abrasive and wiping with a tack cloth. Apply a tinted oil-based stain, if desired. Once dry, apply a primer coat of two-part resin epoxy with a synthetic-bristle brush, which impregnates the grain of the wood to protect from water and fungi. Wipe off the excess using a rag with lacquer thinner. Allow to cure for two days. Scuff with very fine sandpaper and apply a second coat of epoxy. Allow the epoxy to partially cure for 8 to 12 hours, and then apply a coat of marine varnish according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The semi-cured epoxy will create a strong chemical bond with the varnish, which contains ultraviolet inhibitors to help protect the wood from sun damage.
In less than an hour, add the look of expensive architectural moldings to your home with the new 4 1/2" Easy Crown Molding and the new Easy Door Crown, all for a price that you will not believe.

Add the Professional touch... without the Professional!

www.EasyCrownMolding.com

EZAPeel.com... The home of Easy Crown Molding and other EZ A Peeling ideas for home improvement.
Q: Our upstairs level is always hotter than the first floor of our home. What’s the easiest way to regulate this?

A: You have a few options to address this issue. Some simple things include closing the window blinds or drapes so the sunlight doesn’t add to the heat gain. If a ceiling fan is available, turn it on to redistribute the air. The fan activated by the thermostat will also help distribute air throughout the home. You may also have some issues with the attic that could be addressed, such as inadequate ventilation. And, attics accumulate a great deal of heat, so you need adequate insulation between the attic and the upper level of your home. Make sure your air filter is routinely replaced and not clogged with dust and debris. Sealing leaky air ducts with HVAC tape will also help increase your system’s efficiency.

Q: I’d like to add more insulation to the attic but I’m concerned about the installation cost. Is blowing fiberglass or cellulose insulation into an attic a job for a DIY’er or something I must pay to have done professionally? Are the machines available for rent?

A: You can add your own insulation. In fact, you can purchase bags of loose-fill fiberglass or cellulose and install by hand, if there’s not much you need to add. If you do have a big job ahead of you, then blowing machines can usually be found at the same place you purchase the insulation. You may have to rent them (or at least post a security deposit), but in some cases you may be able to use the blower at no additional charge to what you pay for the insulating material. EHT
At present time the reciprocating saw is primarily used for cutting wood and metal. With the Reciprottools system, the same single functioning saw now transforms from cutting to brushing, sanding and filing in just seconds.

SIMPLY INSERT THE ADAPTER, JUST AS YOU WOULD A BLADE.
• Beautifies garages, shops, & work areas
• Easy to install & custom fit
• Hides cracks and stains
• Helps prevent concrete damage
• Reduced noise
• Insulates
• Cushions floor
• Reduces amount of dirt tracked into home
• Durable—5-year warranty
• Virtually seals floor
• Non-porous surface

Easy Peel & Stick Application

Better Life Technology LLC
Contact BLT for purchase locations
customerservice@bltlc.com
www.jumbo-floor-tile.com
Qualified distributors—please apply
G-FLOOR
RaceDay Peel & Stick Floor Tile

Slate Grey
Metallic Silver
Absolute White
Midnight Black

Four popular colors available

Coming in 2010: more fan-favorite colors

Available in sizes 12” x 12” 24” x 24”
Update Your Arsenal

Equipping your Garage or Workshop with New Tools and Supplies

It’s a tool crib, it’s a laboratory, it’s a quiet escape from the visiting in-laws—it’s your garage or workshop, the last place in the house that many of us can consider “our very own.” Whether you’re a hobby woodworker, an avid gardener or the family handyman, a homeowner’s garage/workshop is the headquarters of it all. In this issue of EHT we highlight some nifty new gadgets and handy home products to help equip your Central Command Post with the supplies you need.

VACMASTER VBV1210

One of the staple tools of most garages and workshops is a wet/dry vacuum cleaner. Powered blowers are nice, too, which makes the new VBV1210 Vacmaster twice as useful as a standard unit. This sleek two-in-one shop vacuum offers an ample 5-horsepower motor that not only sucks up the messiest messes but also converts to a 210-mph leaf blower. The blower detaches from the top of the 12-gallon tank with a simple push of a button, and can be fitted with any of the 11 hose accessories that conveniently store on mounts located above the wheeled feet. The VBV1210 is a lightweight and easily portable unit with a 12-foot power cord and an extra large drain to easily dispose of debris-ridden spills. The new Vacmaster has plenty of muscle in the vacuuming category along with a durable 2-1/4-inch hose, which is nice for cleaning wood chips and other large debris that tend to clog smaller diameter vac hoses.


BUG BARRIER

Another staple of workshops, sheds and many garages is, unfortunately, insect intrusion. These pesky critters—roaches, ants, spiders, etc.—don’t seem to know when they’re not wanted. Now, you can send the message loud and clear and easier than ever with the Raid Max Bug Barrier. The spray nozzle features a battery-powered automatic trigger that helps you lay down a consistent chemical barrier of bug protection inside and outside the building and at key insect entry points. The system works by deterring bugs from entering the building and killing the bugs that cross the barrier. The powerful insecticide keeps killing...
ARMSTRONG’S WOOD STAINS

CONTRACTOR TOUGH
Homeowner Friendly

“Long Lasting, Easy to Apply and a Breeze to Maintain”
— Alan Broom, Professional Wood Restoration Expert
www.shinebritellc.com

Shipped Directly to Your Door
For FREE sample cans, call or email us now

Manufacturers of VOC-Compliant, Oil-Based Wood Finishes
(800) 916-8211 • www.armclark.com

Photo courtesy of www.thestainshop.com

Photo courtesy of Ace Restorations, Pleasanton, California

PLEASE VISIT THE WEB’S PREMIERE SITES FOR OUTDOOR WOOD RESTORATION TOPICS AND DISCUSSIONS,
www.thegrimescene.com/forums www.thewoodpros.com
German cockroaches for up to 12 months after you spray it, and the automatic nozzle is reusable for repeat applications. The Bug Barrier also works for flies, spiders, centipedes, crickets, scorpions and more. Visit www.killsbugsdead.com.

GORILLATORCH FLARE

With its three bendable legs and a pivoting “head,” the Gorillatorch Flare looks like some sort of alien droid creature from a sci-fi movie, but it’s actually one of the most versatile work lights you’re likely to come across. For targeted illumination it combines 100 lumens of CREE LED light while also offering emergency features, including three red LEDs and a strobe option for signaling. As a work light, this thing has a lot of power, and our staff can attest from experience that if you look directly into this light while at its highest setting, you will go momentarily blind. It’ll certainly brighten up a work area. Its flexible and adjustable legs can wrap around objects to hold a stationary position while you target the
The Association of Home Builders selects HydroCare as the provider for Limescale Prevention in the New American Home.

OFFICIAL SHOWCASE FEATURING THE MOST INNOVATIVE ENERGY EFFICIENT TECHNOLOGIES at the International Builder's Show in Orlando, January 2011.

The #1 Solution for Eliminating Limescale

Meeting all NAHB Green Building Energy Guidelines...
Saves Energy, Saves Water, Ensures Energy Efficient Operation of Equipment ...Easily integrates into any home.

A MUST FOR ALL WATER EQUIPMENT: APPLIANCES, SOLAR AND TANKLESS WATER HEATERS, POOLS, ETC.

Environmentally Friendly!

NO SALTS - NO CHEMICALS - NO COILS TO WRAP
NO MAINTENANCE - NO PLUMBING

Limescale Costs!
The Batelle Report:
Commissioned by the Water Quality Association to study the impact of limescale

Some of their findings:
1. Efficiency loss in water heaters - 24%
2. Tankless water heaters operating in hard water failed after 19 days of testing
3. Showerheads lost 75% of flow rate in 18 months
4. Appliances breakdown and require more repairs

The HydroCare Solution:

- Strong unit for all types of water equipment and entire plumbing system
- Breaks down existing buildup and prevents limescale
- Consistent radio frequency signal that does not require water flow or adjustments
- Easily installed! Clip on pipe and plugs into outlet
- Environmentally friendly... Saves water and no need for salts or chemicals

www.wavehomesolutions.com

800.293.9577

sold by Wave Home Solutions
spotlight. Its small size means it can fit into cramped work sites. And, if you’re working near metal, its feet contain powerful magnets for simple, secure, out-of-the-way mounting to shelves or steel studs. This hands-free flashlight attaches to just about anything, offering a total of six light modes that free your hands for easier working conditions. Visit www.joby.com/gorillatorch.

OIL GRABBER

In a garage/workshop environment, spills and leaks are bound to happen, and oil in particular can create ugly stains. It makes sense to have a backup plan, like Oil Grabber from Krud Kutter Inc. The product absorbs and lifts oil stains embedded in concrete and asphalt without scrubbing. Shake vigorously before applying, pour it over the stain and spread it with a V-notched trowel or a plastic-bristled brush. As the Oil Grabber dries from liquid to powder it absorbs and lifts the embedded oils. Allow it to dry for 5 to 8 hours, then brush away the powder and rinse with a hose. One quart bottle offers about 6 square feet of coverage. Oil Grabber also removes stains from anti-freeze, brake fluid, cooking oils, diesel fluid, grease, hydraulic fluid, power steering fluid, tar, transmission fluid, tree sap and wax. Learn more at www.krudkutter.com.

G-FLOOR RACEDAY PEEL-AND-STICK TILES

There’s nothing beautiful about a dull concrete slab. Concrete also collects stains like a white shirt in a rib joint. To protect your garage or shop floor in style, G-Floor RaceDay Peel-and-Stick Floor Tiles provide a cool, professional look and handle harsh work
DEPENDABLE.

Your company, your word – even you. So much of what you do relies on being dependable. Shouldn’t your equipment be held to the same standard?

Subaru offers a full line of generators and pumps, all powered by Subaru’s technology-leading overhead cam engines – so there are no questions, no worries, just dependable equipment.

Be Dependable, Buy Dependable.
Man Up. Insist on Subaru.

Learn more by visiting subarupower.com/power.aspx or calling 800.277.6246
environments like water, oil, gas and gravel. RaceDay Tiles are made from 100-percent solid virgin vinyl for a tough, glossy finished surface that withstands the most demanding conditions from tires, heavy jacks and casters that are constantly being rolled across the flooring. RaceDay Floor Tiles are backed by a five-year warranty and utilize a special adhesive that is as tough as the tiles it binds. Additionally, custom logo printing is optional, as we had done with a certain magazine logo (see photo). Learn more at the Better Life Technology website, www.bltllc.com.

WALL STORAGE PANELS
Slat-wall type wall storage systems are growing in popularity and for good reason: they’re versatile, clean-looking and store many tools and supplies conveniently off the floor for easy-to-see organization. Most of these wall-panel systems are made from PVC and are sold under the names HandiWall, FlowWall, StoreWall and the Gladiator GearWall system from Whirlpool—just to name a few. The panels are moisture-resistant and simple to clean, usually available in 4- to 8-foot lengths.

UnderAire™ Crawl Space Ventilators
Quickly reduces moisture helping to protect both home and occupants
Ventilates excess moisture, the cause of mold, mildew and wood rot. Increases air circulation to fight condensation.
Constant operation helps vent radon, treated wood off-gassing and odors that might otherwise migrate into living areas.

AireShare™ Ventilators
Make Hot or Cold Rooms More Comfortable
Room-to-Room
Perfect for
• Split System, PTAC & Window A/C
• Space Heaters, Stoves, Fireplaces & cool lower levels
Level-to-Level
Tjernlund Products, Inc. 800-255-4208 • tjernlund.com
The panels install simply by screwing into the wall studs. Once installed, you can equip the walls with a variety of snap-in accessories, from baskets and shelves to a wide range of hooks. Depending on the accessory, these storage systems are strong enough to store shovels, sledge hammers, string trimmers and more. The FlowWall System in the EHT workshop even has a wall bracket strong enough to store a heavy Little Giant Ladder a few feet off the floor.

**TROJAN PORTABLE WORK TABLE**

Some times you feel like a bench, sometimes you don’t. The WT-2438 Portable Work Table from Trojan Manufacturing takes about five seconds to unfold and is one of the most stable, portable benches available. When set up, the WT-2438 stands at a comfortable 35 inches high—convenient for all types of jobsite tasks. The 24-by-38-inch table top is made of 5/8-inch plywood with a medium-density overlay. The wood surface overhangs the...
metal frame to make it easy to clamp down projects, and the bench is sturdy enough to support a vise or to be used as a platform when hand-sawing material. The frame is made of rugged 1-inch square steel tubing and has folding legs that lock quickly in place with the simple motion of a single cross-member. Knock it down for transport, and you’re on the move in seconds with the compact, 5-inch thick unit in hand—thin enough for out-of-the-way storage. Available for less than $200, the WT-2438 is made in the USA, weighs under 40 pounds and features a powder-coat finish. Visit www.trojantools.com.

Motorheads, off-road fanatics and snowbirds can all have a convenient new place to store extra tires. The Tire Loft is a heavy-duty storage tire rack from HyLoft, powder-coated black or red rack with chrome bars and designed to store off-season, recreational, racing or ATV car and motorcycle tires. HyLoft’s Tire Loft features automotive-inspired design, style, color,
Spiral Stair Kits

Add affordable beauty and space saving functionality to any room.

From simple elegance to ornate Victorians...

you’ll find the spiral stair kit that’s right for your budget.

THE IRON SHOP®
The Leading Manufacturer of Spiral Stair Kits®

Call for the FREE color Catalog
1-800-523-7427 Ask for Ext. EHT
or visit our Web Site at
www.TheIronShop.com/EHT
strength and adjustability for different size tires and can hold up to 375 pounds. With telescoping adjustments to 66 inches in width and 28-1/2 inches in length, the Tire Loft gets tires off the floor and within easy reach. Installation is easy, using just four lag screws in the wall studs, and MSRP is $89.95. Learn more at www.hyloft.com.

STUCKON TOOLS MAGNETIC BOARDS
StuckOn Tools offers an attractive new concept for storing tools, instruments and shop supplies. The new magnetic boards from StuckOn Tools provide a tool-organization system without the need for pegs, tool boxes or old coffee cans. The durable, rust-resistant steel boards feature a powder-coated finish and clean up quickly with a simple wipe of the surface. In addition to boards for general hand tools, StuckOn Tools also offers a Garden Board, a Woman’s Board, and even a Large Tool Organizer Strip for items such as rakes and shovels. Visit www.stuckontools.com.

GLADIATOR BAMBOO WORKBENCH
Who wants a wimpy workbench? The new modular workbench from Gladiator Garageworks is made from one of nature’s hardest materials—bamboo. Not only does bamboo have incredible strength, but it’s a naturally renewable material that’s perfect for a sturdy work surface. The 66-1/2-inch Bamboo Modular Workbench has a 1-1/2-inch thick solid bamboo work surface that comes with a multi-layer core and UV-cured protective coating. The tabletop is supported by
Versatile Storage Solutions

Finally — a system that allows you to customize your storage area, not just once, but whenever the urge to reorganize strikes.

Matrix Storage System

The Matrix Storage System combines sturdy steel shelf supports and various multi-purpose hangers to make this a versatile wall-mount storage system. The shelf brackets key into the double-slotted wall standards, letting you change their height and spacing as needed. The hooks and strap bracket can be mounted independently on studs or hung on hang rails, allowing them to be easily repositioned. Load capacity of each component (where applicable) is listed in pounds in the price lines below (for the pair of standard links, the capacity stated is for both links used together).

| A. 17K42.48 48" Standard | B. 17K42.41 Standard Link, pr. (900) | C. 17K42.42 Hang Rail Adapter (100) | D. 17K42.40 48" Hang Rail (1800) | E. 17K42.25 Wall-Standard Screws, pkg. of 6 | F. 17K42.09 Hang Rail Screws, pkg. of 8 | G. 17K42.10 10½" Bracket (150) | H. 17K42.14 14½" Bracket (200) | J. 17K42.18 18½" Bracket (200) | K. 17K42.24 24" Bracket (200) | L. 17K42.05 Bike Hook (50) | M. 17K42.03 Long-Handle Hook (50) | N. 17K42.01 Single Hook (50) | O. 17K42.04 Loop Hook (50) | P. 17K42.02 Double Hook (50) | Q. 17K42.06 Strap Bracket (50) |
|---------------------------|-------------------------------------|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|-------------------------------|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|
| 1+                        | 6+                                  |                                   |                                   |                                   |                                   | 1+                            |                                   |                                   |                                   |                                   |                                   |                                   |                                   |                                   |                                   |
| $ 8.90                    | $ 8.15                              | $ 17.50                          | $ 16.10                          | $ 5.90                           | $ 6.30                           | $ 13.80                       | $ 12.70                          | $ 7.90                           | $ 7.25                           | $ 7.90                           | $ 7.25                           | $ 6.90                          | $ 6.30                           | $ 8.50                           | $ 7.80                           |
| $ 5.40                    | $ 4.95                              | $ 9.50                           | $ 8.70                           | $ 6.90                           | $ 6.95                           | $ 9.50                        | $ 8.70                           | $ 7.60                           | $ 6.95                           | $ 9.50                           | $ 8.70                           | $ 9.50                          | $ 8.70                           | $ 7.60                           | $ 6.95                           |

Shipping and N.Y. sales tax extra. *Shipping surcharge applies to 17K42.78.

For more information about the Matrix Storage System, please visit our website.
1-800-683-8170 www.leevalley.com
a heavy-duty steel frame and tubular steel legs with angle brackets that support up to 300 pounds. The threaded bolt leveler legs allow height adjustment to compensate for uneven floors, and nylon pads prevent floor stains and corrosion. Visit www.gladiatorgw.com.

PREMIXED FUEL FOR 2-CYCLE ENGINES

If your shop or garage is home to 2-cycle engine power equipment, like string trimmers and chainsaws, then you’re familiar with the hassle of painstakingly measuring a gas-to-oil ratio for fuel. It’s messy, it’s time-consuming, and mistakes in measurement can result in damage to expensive equipment. You now have the option of TruFuel, the first premixed gas and oil available in the U.S. This ready-to-use engine fuel is available in both 50:1 and 40:1 gas-to-oil ratios, eliminating any need

**tilejax**

**The new standard for tile setting**

1. Download any QR/2D code reader App to your smartphone
2. Take a pic of this code
3. Watch tilejax do your job

Be unique Be Imaginative Be free Be versatile Be smart Be creative Be satisfied
SOMETIMES IT’S GOOD TO BE A TOOL

New Gladiator® Tool Storage solutions keep your tools protected and right where you need them. Stack the chests to create the ultimate home for the most trusted items in your garage—your tools. But why stop there? Deck out your entire garage with the complete line of Gladiator® GarageWorks products, including our entire selection of Tool Storage options. Visit GladiatorGarageWorks.com or call 1-866-342-4089.

Now available at Sears
Life. Well spent.
for mixing gas and oil in the garage or storing gas cans. In addition to the convenience, TruFuel is ethanol-free and benzene-free, protecting the 2-cycle engine from the corrosive nature of ethanol, ensuring peak performance and protecting the equipment. Visit www.trufuel50.com.

**ALLIGATORBOARD**
When a fiberboard pegboard simply won't cut it, there's AlligatorBoard. Manufactured from 20-gauge steel, AlligatorBoard pegboard is much stronger and more durable than ordinary pegboard; it won't warp, tear, discolor or rust. It features strength-reinforcing dimpled holes, and with the included hardware it's easier to install than other pegboards. There's no need to add framing—the built-in 5/8-inch flanges let you mount directly to any wall. AlligatorBoard holds up to 90...
VERSACOURT™
TILE FOR GARAGES AND MULTI-PURPOSE APPLICATIONS

RIGHT FOR ALL SURFACING NEEDS
VersaCourt is as easy to install as it is versatile. Tiles just snap together and can be cut to fit irregular shaped surfaces with a fine tooth saw blade. Our tiles never need painting or treated to provide years of low maintenance service.

GARAGE AND SHOP FLOORING
Ideal for garage or workshop flooring, VersaCourt's vertical give reduces the strain on the lower back and knees caused by long periods of standing on concrete.

Our full line of colors choices allow a drab concrete floor to be transformed into an impressive part of your home or business. They are tough, durable and long lasting.

Available in 18 different colors.

For more information visit our website at www.VersaCourt.com or call us at 800-540-4899

www.extremehowto.com
Anyone contemplating an energy-efficient room addition or building their own home has likely given careful thought to the insulation. Which material is best? What thickness should be used? Is the R-value sufficient? But often they ignore the structural framing, which holds everything together. It doesn’t matter how good the insulation is if air leaks around it; the design and placement of the studs, joists, headers and other framing members affects how well the insulation can do its job.

Framing techniques your grandfather didn’t know, and your dad may not have taught you, can help reduce heating and cooling costs—and use less wood. The trick is to lay out the framing in ways that help eliminate gaps in the insulation and that lessen the number of thermal bridges through the framing members. While not difficult to build, these methods require advanced planning. Your building material dealer may be able to assist with software that can turn a basic home plan into detailed drawings showing energy-efficient framing.

### ADVANCED FRAMING METHODS

The National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) developed so-called “advanced framing” methods (also known as “optimum value engineering” or OVE) several decades ago. Don’t let the names frighten you. The practices are relatively straightforward, just different from how framing is traditionally constructed. They include (Figure 1):

- 2 x 6 studs at 24-inch on-center (OC) spacing
- Two-stud corners
- Ladder blocking at wall junctions
- Double rim board and insulating foam in lieu of headers
- In-line framing
- Single top plate
- Minimal trimmers or jack studs

![Figure 1](image-url)
AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE USA, ARKE SPIRAL AND MODULAR STAIRCASE KITS CAN BE BUILT IN A DAY BY THE AVERAGE DO-IT-YOURSELF HOME ENTHUSIAST.

ARKE MAKES BUYING AND INSTALLING A SPIRAL STAIRCASE EASY WITH THE FOLLOWING KEY FEATURES:

- ALL-IN-ONE COMPLETE UNITS: TREADS, LANDING, BALUSTERS, HANDRAILS, HARDWARE AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
- NOTHING TO PAINT, WELD, STAIN OR SEAL
- IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

www.arkestairs.com
As an example of the potential benefits of these methods, iLevel by Weyerhaeuser built a 24-inch OC demonstration wall with 2 x 6 studs that achieved an 86-percent increase in insulation volume and a 58-percent increase in the wall’s overall R-value, compared to a traditional 2 x 4 wall at 16-inch OC spacing. Further, the demonstration wall used 8 percent less wood volume. The U.S. Dept. of Energy estimates that advanced framing can reduce annual heating and cooling costs up to 5 percent, and for a 2,400-square-foot house, save up to $1,000 in materials.

**2 X 6 STUDS AT 24-INCH OC SPACING**

Increasing stud spacing from the standard 16 inches OC to 24 inches increases the overall insulation in the wall cavity, as well as reduces the thermal bridges through the wood since fewer sticks are involved. Interestingly, the use of 2 x 6’s at 24 inches OC versus 2 x 4’s at 16 inches on center provides the necessary structural support using a similar volume of framing material. Yet, the wider spacing enables fewer interruptions in the insulation, while the deeper studs allow for two more inches of insulation between the outside and inside walls.

As with all advanced framing techniques, be sure to check local code requirements. In some instances, wider stud spacing is not allowed in areas with high winds or earthquakes. Your building material dealer or manufacturer may be able to assist with alternative framing approaches, such as pre-fabricated wood shear braces that can provide the necessary bracing while maintaining a narrow footprint within the wall.

---

**Take Your Projects to the Next Level**

Whether you’re a weekend woodworker looking to expand the scope of your projects, a serious do-it-yourselfer or a skilled craftsperson ready to turn your passion into a business, ShopBot has an affordable, American-made CNC fabrication system to meet your needs. Our PRSstandard CNC system gives you the performance necessary to take your designs to the next level, while our PRSalpha offers professional-grade speed, power and accuracy at an affordable price.

To get you up and running as quickly as possible, we offer training at our headquarters or in your shop. And, with some of the best technical support in the industry and a worldwide peer network, help is never more than a phone call or a mouse click away.

Call or visit us online today, and let ShopBot build you a CNC system ready to meet your needs at a cost that won’t break your budget.
TWO-STUD CORNERS

Corners typically involve three studs set back-to-back to create nailing points for the exterior sheathing or siding and interior drywall (Figure 2). However, using two studs placed perpendicular to one another provides the necessary structural support, while enabling attachment of the sheathing (Figures 3 and 4). For the drywall, one of the studs provides the nailing point for the material on one wall, and the material for the intersecting wall is attached with a drywall clip. This approach allows insulation to penetrate farther into the corner, instead of leaving gaps and a large thermal bridge created by multiple studs. Plus, it saves on material by eliminating one extra stud at each corner.

LADDER BLOCKING AT WALL JUNCTIONS

Where interior and exterior walls meet at “T” intersections, extra studs are usually added to provide a nailing surface to join.
the walls (Figures 5 & 6). The drawback is this creates narrow spaces along the exterior wall that are difficult to insulate effectively. The gaps are either too thin to place insulation in, providing a clear path for air to leak from the home, or require the insulation to be cut to a narrower width, which creates voids. As with three-stud corners, the

additional studs on the exterior wall where it connects to the interior wall add to the thermal bridging.

An effective solution is installing horizontal lumber pieces between studs to provide the attachment point for the intersecting wall, resulting in a “ladder”-like appearance (Figures 7 and 8). Scrap lumber can be used for this blocking, helping reduce overall material costs and using pieces that would otherwise end up in the dumpster.
This approach allows the full width of insulation to be placed between the exterior wall studs. This is particularly effective if 2 x 6 studs are used in the exterior wall since there are still several inches of depth behind the ladder blocking for insulation.

**DOUBLE RIM BOARD AND INSULATING FOAM IN LIEU OF HEADERS**

In some cases, door and window headers may not be structurally necessary, especially for interior, non-load-bearing walls. They may also be able to be sized smaller, or removed in some exterior walls. These are difficult judgments and calculations to make, but your building material dealer may have access to structural frame design software that can determine if a header is needed and avoid over-sizing it, while ensuring a sound structure. If in doubt, consult a structural engineer.

Addressing headers in exterior walls is important because they create a large thermal bridge for heat to escape. You may be able to eliminate headers by using a double thickness of rim board along the top of the wall (Figure 9). Adding 1/2-inch-thick insulating foam to the outside face of the rim provides an effective and simple barrier against heat gain and loss.

Laminated strand lumber (LSL) rim board such as TimberStrand can be used for this purpose (Figure 9). A double thickness of rim board along the top of the wall (Figure 9) can also be used. Adding 1/2-inch-thick insulating foam to the outside face of the rim provides an effective and simple barrier against heat gain and loss. If in doubt, consult a structural engineer.

**Figure 8**

This approach allows the full width of insulation to be placed between the exterior wall studs. This is particularly effective if 2 x 6 studs are used in the exterior wall since there are still several inches of depth behind the ladder blocking for insulation.

**Figure 9**
LSL works well for such applications since it is strong, dimensionally stable and warp-resistant.

An added benefit is that without a header, there is additional space for insulation above the window or door.

**IN-LINE FRAMING**

Also called “stack framing,” in-line framing is a building method where studs, roof trusses and floor joists are all aligned at the same spacing. Because loads transfer directly downward from member to member, this can help reduce or eliminate headers and other materials (see “single top plate” discussion below for one such efficiency).

An added benefit for pride of craftsmanship is that the framing looks more orderly and well planned. Of course it will soon be covered up by exterior and interior finishes, but you will know you have done a good job inside and out.

Another effective practice is modular construction in which the entire addition or home is designed to 2-foot increments. Sizing the structure to match the framing member size helps eliminate scrap from all types of framing members and sheathing stock and can be an effective way to help reduce material costs.

**SINGLE TOP PLATE**

If in-line framing is used, it may be structurally sufficient to use one, instead of two, top plates. The reason is that the loads from the roof members go straight down through the top plate into the wall studs. In essence, the top plate becomes a transfer point for the load, instead of a primary carrying member. As with headers, this is another instance where structural frame design software can help determine what is structurally appropriate. Be sure to consult code requirements for attaching the top plate at joints, corners and wall intersections to ensure lateral load transfer through the wall lines.

**MINIMAL TRIMMERS OR JACK STUDS**

Jack studs/cripple studs typically are not necessary when headers are not used, which helps reduce materials and thermal bridges. The challenge can be a narrower nailing surface for siding and trim. If the nailable area is too small, a compromise can be to add a 2 x 2 nailing block (scrap wood works well) to the outside edge of the window or door opening.

**PLAN CAREFULLY FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY**

Building an energy-efficient home or addition starts on the inside. Carefully planning the framing and insulation can help provide a tighter home that can save up to hundreds of dollars per year in heating and cooling costs. Plus, advanced framing techniques can help reduce material costs as well as dumpster fees since less wood is needed overall and because scrap can be used in places such as ladder blocking.

As with any project where structural design or construction is involved, consult a qualified design professional or engineer, and comply with all applicable building codes.

To get started, contact your building material dealer or framing product manufacturer for information on the design tools and support they offer.

---

**Editor’s Note:** Gregg Shea is the division technical support manager and John Stewart is a structural frame specialist for iLevel by Weyerhaeuser. iLevel offers a range of structural framing materials, technical support and software, including Javelin® design software. www.iLevel.com, 888-453-8358.

---

**SPOT LIGHT**

Extreme How-To Blog guru, Hal Jones, posed a good question regarding drywall installation over 24-inch stud spacing, as suggested in this article: Are there any important considerations of which DIY’ers should be made aware when hanging panels on studs spaced greater than 16 inches?

The answer is “maybe.” You may have to upgrade the thickness of your drywall panels. Steer clear of 3/8-inch drywall and thinner panels in these applications to avoid sagging. Half-inch drywall can be installed on 24-inch OC framing, unless the panels are hung with their long edges parallel to the ceiling joints. Like 1/2-inch drywall, 5/8-inch thick drywall can be hung on 24-inch stud centers unless it is hung horizontally. The extra thickness improves resistance to sagging and absorbs more sound. In some areas, 5/8-inch drywall is required because of its superior fire resistance.

If advanced framing offers greater energy efficiency and reduced materials, you may ask why it is taking decades for it to be adopted. The primary reason is builders know and trust the old methods. They have been passed down from generation to generation, and they work. With fewer sticks used in advanced framing, there is an obvious visible difference, which can create the perception that the home is not as stable. In reality, much of traditional framing is redundant, but you can’t start removing materials without due consideration. Structural frame design software can provide the peace of mind that the home is adequately designed for all necessary loads, while providing a straightforward way to implement advanced framing.

Fortunately, you do not need to be a software expert to make use of these tools. A design technician at your building material dealer can take basic plans or sketches and work up a detailed framing plan showing the placement of every member. They can provide plan printouts and material lists, as well as show you on screen a 3-D rendering that allows viewing of the frame from all angles. These plans can be shared with your building design professional for review and approval.

In addition to supporting advanced framing techniques, programs such as iLevel Javelin design software enable designers to solve potential building conflicts before construction begins. This helps eliminate rework in the field when you discover problems like a misplaced drop beam or column that is too short. The software allows for design of walls, floors and roofs as an integrated system, and accurately tracks gravity (vertical) loads from the ridge to the sill plate to help ensure a strong and stable structure.

The program also provides the flexibility to meet local building requirements and practices, as well as evolving standards. For example, in 2011 the U.S. Dept. of Energy (DOE) is scheduled to release Energy Star for Homes Version 3, which includes requirements for advanced framing (applicable to projects seeking an Energy Star rating). Designers can readily incorporate these and other optional or mandated standards.
Decorative accessories take a wooden deck handrail to the next level.

Constructing a deck gives the builder ample opportunity to customize it with a personal touch. The deck shown in this article was built from pressure-treated lumber and stained to match the fence that surrounded the back yard. However, when it came to the railing system, I decided to incorporate some different materials and construction methods to give the design some extra flair. As with any major project, consult local building codes for specific requirements in your area.

STRONG POSTS
To build any handrail system you must start with a strong foundation. For the posts I used 4-by-4’s stained to match the deck. When installing the posts, EHT recommends using a minimum of two 1/2-inch galvanized through-bolts with...
washers driven through the framing and the full 4-inch thickness of the post (rather than notching the post, which weakens it). To bolster this connection, we also recommend using a post-to-deck metal bracket, such as that manufactured by Simpson Strong-Tie or Deck-Lok. These metal brackets fasten to the through-bolts and connect flush to an adjacent framing member with galvanized screws. If the posts don’t line up next to an adjacent joist then you may have to install blocking to provide a fastening surface. Using the metal brackets takes a little more time, money and effort, but this stronger connection will ensure the posts stay safe and sturdy. The posts must be at least

When installing handrail posts, EHT recommends using a minimum of two galvanized 1/2-inch through-bolts with washers. A metal post-to-deck bracket will reinforce this connection even further.
What inspires you to build outdoors?

Railings | Balusters | Post Caps | Accessories | 866.910.9446 | deckorators.com/eht
36 inches high and spaced no more than 6 feet apart.

Once the deck boards were installed, I finished the bottoms of the posts with traditional Post Base Trim by Deckorators. This profiled wooden trim piece slips over the 4-by-4 posts and glues in place to conceal the gaps between the deck boards and post.

**HANDRAILS**

For the design of this system I didn’t want to stray very far from the stained wood, which was my primary visual theme. So I used 2-by-4’s for the handrails and stained them to match the posts and decking. (Note: As you’ll see in the accompanying photos, I installed the first two rails prior to staining. It occurred to me afterward that it would be easier to stain the remaining handrails on a couple of sawhorses before installing them).

It’s acceptable to fasten through the face of the 2-by-4 rails and into the interior face of the posts using 2-1/2-inch galvanized screws, but toe-nailing is
If you think all composite decking is the same, look again.

And again. Shielded from sleet, snow and everything else Mother Nature throws at it.

And again. “Low maintenance” gets redefined with Strandex® technology on the inside and an ultra-durable outer shell.

And again. Shows off the most realistic tropical-looking composite surface on Earth.

And again. Performs like a magician—the Equator® hidden fastener makes surface screws all but disappear.

And again. Makes for quick clean-up of salad dressing and barbecue sauce spilled the night before.

And again. Never gets sunburned from UV rays, yet retains its rich color.

Latitudes Capricorn® composite decking is different—not just for its rich, tropical appearance, but for its impeccable performance. With time-tested Latitudes decking, rest assured you’ll relax on a deck that’s certain to leave a lasting impression.

Contact your builder or lumberyard and ask for Latitudes by name.
LatitudesDeck.com/xht    866.568.9869

A lasting impression™.
Otter Creek is a proud supplier of Specialty Building Materials. This website is packed full of the finest in residential and commercial building products for both interior and exterior applications.

Since 2002, Otter Creek has been serving its customers with "Quality" products and they take pride in knowing their customers will benefit from the unique style and functionality each product offers.
The Vanguard Cable Railing System from Atlantis Rail uses their patented RailEasy™ turnbuckles for easy installation and adjustment. Enjoy the maintenance-free quality of our 316 Marine Grade Stainless Steel Cable Railings with no special assembly skills or tools. The Vanguard is ideal for an infill option on interior or exterior applications where you have existing or new wood post. You will enjoy years of unobstructed views with this low maintenance system.

The Vanguard Cable Kit provides the hardware you need to install the Vanguard Cable System in just three easy steps! Use our online estimator at [www.stainless-steel-direct.com](http://www.stainless-steel-direct.com) or drop us a line at 1-866-940-5149 if you have questions.
Strong Stylish

not a good approach, as the connection can easily weaken over time.

As an alternative, I installed the handrails using Deckorators Railing Connectors. These durable plastic brackets make it easy to install the rails flush between the posts, but with much more holding power than toe-nailing and a cleaner finished appearance with no visible gaps. This also helps prevent the rail from splitting. Just zip two screws through each connector and into the ends of the rails to attach them. The connectors then attach the rails to the posts using three screws each, driven through the guide holes at offset angles for a firm connection.

**DECORATIVE BALUSTERS**

Another sleek design element for this handrail system was the incorporation of aluminum balusters. Whereas purchased wood balusters tend to twist and warp over time, the aluminum balusters will never distort from weather exposure, nor will they rust or develop mold. Universal Forest Products, Inc., offers the Deckorators line of balusters in a wide array of styles and colors—even glass—with a lifetime warranty. For this project, I
Beautiful, versatile, sustainable

western red cedar

Western Red Cedar has unique, natural performance characteristics and exceptional beauty that bring warmth, character and longevity to homes and outdoor living projects around the world. It is this bundle of properties that has made “Cedar” the choice of discerning architects, builders and homeowners.

Western Red Cedar is renowned for its naturally occurring resistance to moisture, decay and insect damage. Its natural durability, dimensional stability and exceptional beauty make it ideal for a wide variety of exterior and interior uses. Western Red Cedar offers enormous versatility in styles and applications. Equally important, it has a low environmental impact relative to other building materials. Western Red Cedar is harvested legally and sustainable from independently certified forests in British Columbia.

Enhance the beauty of your next outdoor project, build with Western Red Cedar. For more information and suppliers near you, please visit our website.

www.wrcla.org

1.866.778.9096

REAL CEDAR
selected the “Classic” cylindrical style of aluminum baluster in a stainless finish. I installed the balusters on the handrails using the Deckorators Designer Baluster Connectors. The connectors are rubber boots that provide a sturdy connection and a molded look to the balusters. Additionally, certain types of treated lumber are known to corrode aluminum, and the rubber connectors provide a barrier between the aluminum and the chemicals in the wood. To install this system, it’s necessary to install the baluster connectors before installing the rail between the posts.

Measure the railing opening from post to post to determine the length of the railing section. Subtract 1/2 inch from that measurement to allow room for the two 1/4-inch thick railing connectors, and cut the top and bottom rails to size. Clamp the rails together. Mark the top and bottom rails 4-1/2 inches on center, beginning at the center of the rails. Use the stainless steel screws included with the baluster...
IT’S YOUR TIME, SPEND IT WISELY.
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It occurred to me after beginning this project that it would be easier to stain the rails prior to installation rather than afterward.

Connectors to fasten the rubber boots on each mark. Once the balusters are installed, their spacing measures less than 4 inches, which is the maximum typically allowed by code.

Place the bottom rail between the posts with the rubber connectors facing up. The Railing Connectors sit right on top of the post base trim, providing two inches of space between the deck surface and the bottom edge of the rail. Center the rail, and fasten the railing connectors securely. Then, slide the round ends of the balusters over the rubber connectors until they are firmly seated on the bottom. Carefully place the top rail over the balusters, making sure each baluster is properly seated inside the upper connectors.
I glued a 2-by-4 block beneath the center of each bottom rail for extra support.

Repeat the installation procedure for each 6-foot section of railing.
This may require a little encouragement from a rubber mallet.

I then cut a 2-by-4 spacer block to size (2 inches in this case) and glued it flush beneath the center point of the bottom rail to provide extra support from below.

Next, you’re ready to rinse and repeat for the next section of handrail.

**SOLAR POST CAPS**

This handrail was looking mighty handsome, but I didn’t stop with the enhancements. The crowning jewel(s) were the stainless Maine Ornamental Solar Post Caps. The good news for the DIY installer is that these decorative post covers provide

The stainless finish of the Maine Ornamental Solar Post Caps complements the stainless finish of the Deckorators balusters. The Maine Ornamental and Deckorators line of products are available in a broad range of materials, colors and styles.
illumination without the need to run wiring. They lap up energy from the sun during the day, and activate automatically at nightfall.

Activation and installation couldn’t be simpler. To activate, simply pop off the metal cover, remove the plastic tab between the solar batteries and their terminals, and slide the little switch to “on.” The lights install over the posts with construction adhesive or exterior-grade wood glue. I would suggest checking the lights for level and shimming as necessary until the glue sets.

I topped each post with a Solar Post Cap, and my selection of a stainless finish matched perfectly with the stainless balusters. I was proud of the completed project, as it incorporated real wood, my stain of preference (Sierra Redwood tone from Armstrong-Clark), as well as the stainless aluminum material that gave this deck a unique look unlike anything else in the neighborhood. EHT

After a full day of sunlight, the solar lights activate automatically at dusk.

The deck and handrail system was stained with Armstrong-Clark’s wood stain in Sierra Redwood tone to tie all the decorative elements together.
This not your grandma’s linoleum. Today’s sheet vinyl flooring is available in a large variety of colors, textures and patterns. Often categorized as resilient flooring, sheet vinyl can be a relatively inexpensive alternative to other hard surfaces for kitchens, bathrooms and utility rooms.

Vinyl flooring is available in a variety of grades, which means the choices go beyond cosmetic considerations of color and texture. In general, higher grades of vinyl are thicker, which means stiffer, especially when temperatures are low during the installation process. In fact, if you select a heavy grade of vinyl, we recommend you make a pattern of heavy paper to get the layout as close as possible.

The shinier the floor surface, the more demanding the install. If you select a vinyl with a matte finish, however, it will camouflage more little imperfections such as uneven glue and bumps in the subfloor.

Keep in mind that a strong cross-light source, such as a patio door, will also accentuate ridges and bumps in the floor and may call for more attention during the preparation phase.

SURFACE OPTIONS

Sheet vinyl is usually installed on underlayment, the most common of which is particle board. The advantages of particle board underlayment are its low cost, core consistency and smoothness. On the downside, particle
ANSWER
board swells and disintegrates when exposed to water and it lacks structural strength. Plywood makes a good underlayment, but care must be given that the surface is sanded and smooth. Marine-grade plywood eliminates voids in the interior layers of veneer, which allows it to withstand the occasional high-heeled shoe. Plywood can also withstand getting wet so it can handle plumbing problems or entry door environments. However, vinyl flooring was designed to have water on the surface only.

Concrete also makes a good sub-surface for a vinyl floor if it has been prepped smooth. Regardless of the surface, it needs to be clean, grease-free and cleared of any above-surface nail and screw heads. The surface must be flat and all holes, cracks and joint lines must be filled. Remove base shoe and baseboards before installing...
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OVERSIZE
Measure and cut the vinyl to approximate size—about one inch oversize all the way around. Roll the vinyl with the top surface on the inside and bring it into the room. Unroll the vinyl to correctly position it in the room, keeping the pattern lines parallel to the longest open wall area. Fold back at least half of the vinyl for gluing.

Using a 3/32-inch notched trowel, spread a thin, even layer of glue on the exposed floor. Unfold the sheet of vinyl over the glued area, being careful to avoid creases and large bubbles (smaller bubbles will be worked out later). The extra material should curve up the wall or toe kick.

Fold the unglued vinyl over the glued half. Be careful not to step on the fold, which could damage vinyl. Take time to clean the area where the floor meets the wall and watch for debris that likes to hide under the drywall where it can jump under your flooring as you roll it out.

QUICK CLEANUP
Many pros prefer to mix filler compounds right on the floor. Cleanup is quicker and easier because there is no bucket to deal with. Start with a pile of latex-fortified compound. Dig a hole in the center with a trowel. Pour a small amount of acrylic latex mixture in the hole and gradually work the dry mix into the liquid. Add more liquid as needed. Keep stirring with the trowel until the mixture is smooth and ready for use.

“I fixed it faster than I broke it!”

“Sometimes things break when you’re fixing them. Mostly they come in broke. Now instead of throwing parts away, I make instant repairs using RapidFix adhesive and welding powder. Glue it. Fill it. Then grind, drill and paint it, instantly. Can your glue do that?”

Demo DVD in every pack!

See this amazing product in action
Go to YouTube.com...search “RapidFix”

www.Rapid-Fix.com
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the flooring. Apply glue to the second half of the floor. Be sure to extend the glue to the already-glued area. Unfold the vinyl over the second half of the glued surface.

Work the bubbles from the center out to the edges using a flooring roller, rolling pin, wet rags or your hands.

Trim the edges where the vinyl is ramped up the wall or toe kick until the flooring lies flat. The

VINYL OVERLAY

When installing vinyl over vinyl, cut away any of the old flooring that is loose or curled and fill voids with a quality filler compound. The entire surface of the old vinyl should be floated with an embossing leveler, because most modern vinyl has a textured surface that will show through the new vinyl without the use of a leveler in the prep process. After the leveler has dried, sand and vacuum the entire surface.

Flooring contractor Kent Miller recommends using a finer tooth trowel for spreading glue on existing vinyl. He also says to allow for some “open time” to let the glue breathe, because glue liquids are not being soaked into the underlayment in this application.
Now You Can Install Solid Hardwood Floors In Any Room. 
NO NAILS, NO GLUE.

Throw out the nails and glue, because there’s a dynamic new way to install high-performance solid hardwood floors.

Elastilon®, a patented resilient underlay membrane, allows solid hardwood floors up to 1” to be installed over any surface, even above and below grade concrete. The new, 1/8” thick peel-and-stick membrane can cut installation time in half and simplifies this job so even a home handyperson can do it.

Elastilon takes solid hardwood into every area of the home, even the bathroom or basement.

No subfloor is needed – Elastilon’s elastic, impermeable polyethylene construction can handle up to 3.9% moisture content in the floor underneath, and a higher M.C. with a vapor barrier. It is suitable for under-floor heating systems and can be used with any type of solid hardwood flooring, including woods with high-expansion characteristics, such as bamboo.

Elastilon prevents the gapping, warping or buckling that can occur with nailed or glued floors, and accommodates the wood’s natural expansion and contraction. Elastilon has a limited 70-year warranty.
back of a curved vinyl knife can be used to crease the vinyl where the floor meets the wall. This technique will identify a line where the sheet should be cut.

Cabinets usually don’t sit directly on the floor but are shimmed for leveling. In this case it’s preferable to tuck extra vinyl under the cabinet rather than trim it even with the toe kick.

Clean all residual glue from the floor. After allowing time for the glue to dry, install baseboards and/or base shoe molding.

**CASING CUT-OFF**

It’s much easier to tuck vinyl under existing casing than to trim the flooring to the shape of the casing. If the casing is tight on the floor, use an undercut saw or dovetail saw to trim the casing so there is enough room to tuck the flooring underneath.

**How to have a Gorgeous Basement**

Learn how to turn your basement into the BONUS living space you need. You can do it easily with a new DVD that shows you secrets known only to a very few professionals until now. You’ll learn how to create a beautiful space that your family can enjoy for years to come. In 90 minutes you’ll know more than most contractors you could hire, and you probably already know enough to do most of the work yourself. Save time and money by learning how to avoid the common mistakes, and how to correctly deal with this area of the house.

**EZ Leaf Hauler**

Works like a giant dustpan for leaves!

Great for any season yard clean-up!
The back of a curved vinyl knife can help you find the point where floor meets wall.

Use a trowel to spread the vinyl adhesive.

Extra vinyl along the cabinet toe-kicks can often be tucked under the cabinets.
The most common mistake I see in vinyl installations (even by pros) is cutting the material shy of the wall or toe kick during the trim process. Often the installer assumes that if they cut in the bottom of the curved vinyl it will lay in just right, but when it rolls out they find it is 1/2 inch or more away from the wall. It’s true that trim will often cover this short-fall but not always. It’s better to trim the material more than once to get it to lay flat.

CUT WITH CAUTION

The most common mistake I see in vinyl installations (even by pros) is cutting the material shy of the wall or toe kick during the trim process. Often the installer assumes that if they cut in the bottom of the curved vinyl it will lay in just right, but when it rolls out they find it is 1/2 inch or more away from the wall. It’s true that trim will often cover this short-fall but not always. It’s better to trim the material more than once to get it to lay flat.
Trim Houses.

Not Margins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>$143</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>$220</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labor (4.5 hrs.*)</td>
<td>$181</td>
<td>Labor (1 hr.*)</td>
<td>$44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$324.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$264.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Out Of The Box and On The House**

Why use trim that you have to work for when you can use trim that works for you? Right out of the box, Fypon urethane millwork is ready to install. There is no need to prime, glue or fabricate pieces on the job site, and the quality is always consistent. Fypon trim provides a beautiful look without the hassle, saving you time and money. For all your trim needs, Fypon has you covered from peak to plinth.

* Material and labor costs are based on a field study conducted in June 2009 and represent the average material and labor costs of the participants; figures have been rounded. For complete detailed information regarding the study, visit [www.fypon.com](http://www.fypon.com).
Hidden treasures in overlooked places can provide the right wood at the right price for your next project.

My dad ran a custom cabinet and furniture building shop for many years, and I worked for him as a youngster during the summers, as well as full-time years later. Dad was always looking for ways of recycling wood. One job I had was tearing out the maple backstops at a local bowling alley. We ran the boards through a planer, cut them into 1-1/2-inch wide strips and glued the strips back together to create “butcher-block” kitchen countertops. Dad was ahead of his time 50 years ago, and the countertops were really popular. Then there were the old church pews he bought from a church renovation. We made furniture for years from the beautiful walnut wood.

When my pastor daughter asked me to haul off an ancient broken pew from her church, I just had to remove some paint. Guess what? Walnut. About 150 years old, the pew was held together with hand-cut nails. I disassembled the pew, planed the walnut and created a large, lighted cross for the church, along with a sample of the pew seat board, complete with bubblegum.
Reclaiming or recycling wood not only saves money on wood-working projects, but often results in finding more beautiful wood than you can purchase (or afford to purchase) today. Hardwoods, such as walnut, maple and oak were often used in relatively small projects, as well as in building construction.

Our 150 year old house is framed in red oak. I discovered an old, timber-framed barn made entirely of walnut. The recycled pew had a walnut seat board, walnut trim and a back board of white pine. The back board was one piece, one-inch thick by 20 inches in width and 10 feet long. You won’t find that at your local wood dealer. Other recycling “finds” include: hickory, yellow pine, butternut, beech, maple, cherry, mahogany and chestnut. Even if some of these pieces aren’t big enough for furniture or cabinetry, they will create beautiful wood turnings or small projects.

LOCATING

Finding recyclable woods is like a treasure hunt. Look for renovating and remodeling jobs, particularly in older neighborhoods. Even commercial buildings often...
A drum sander is used to sand and smooth the glued-up countertop.

were framed of now-hard-to-get woods. Homes built during the post-depression period, however, tend to be made of less valuable woods. Old barns were once a great source of wood for recycling, but are getting harder to find. Due to insurance problems, permission to acquire woods from remodeling and renovating jobs is also getting harder. Most owners don’t want you taking just a few boards, so it’s a good idea to make friends with a renovator. Of particular interest are the interiors and trim, especially from public buildings and churches. Even something as hum-drum as shelving boards can be valuable, if made of a quality wood.

Discarded furniture often results in great finds. Don’t expect an “Antique Road Show” find, but garage sales, going-out-of-business sales and even the community clean-up days can result in haul-it-away furniture with recyclable woods. You’ll often discover, as I did, a beautiful and useful wood under coats of paint. Even an ugly piece of furniture may have some redeeming woods. Avoid veneered projects as veneer rarely covers great woods.

Storm-damaged trees, logging tree tops and other woods destined for the burn pile can also be reclaimed.
Another source is wood pallets. Pallets are readily available and many companies will gladly let you take them. These can vary from great finds to only firewood quality. Heavier equipment is usually shipped on hardwood pallets. Heavy-duty pallets holding imported products can also be good, because cheap woods in one country may be valuable in another. I’ve often found valuable, thin plywood used with many heavy-machine crates. This makes great cabinet backing and craft projects. On the other hand, softwood pallets aren’t usually worth the effort. Do not use pallets that may have contained toxic materials such as paints, chemicals and so forth.

If you’re looking for small pieces of wood for wood turnings, making small boxes and so forth, check the local yellow pages for cabinetmakers, boat builders, millwork plants and
Shown is a piece of spalted maple the author discovered in a firewood pile.

others. You may be able to acquire their off-cut pieces for a small fee. Do not attempt to reclaim woods that are rotten or have potential insect problems. Doing so can potentially bring insects such as wood beetles, wood roaches and even termites into your shop or home.

RECLAIMING
The first step is dismantling. This can be easy or difficult depending on the project, the type of wood used and the intended use. Use a sharp knife, chisel or sander to remove a bit of paint or finish to determine the wood used. A great lesson I learned from years of dismantling in my dad’s shop was how furniture was put together. This made for easier restoration of valuable pieces, as well as a better idea of how to build furniture. It’s important to dismantle with a plan in order to retain as much valuable wood as possible. A big sledge-hammer is not the answer. Remove all fasteners, screws and nails as they can quickly ruin a saw, planer or jointer blade. Scanning the wood with a small woodworker’s

The old-fashioned way of getting small pieces was often using a maul or froe to split log sections. Then, shape the surfaces with a hand plane.
metal detector, such as the Zircon, can save valuable blades.

Next prepare the wood for use. Grit and dirt can also dull woodworking tools. Use a stiff-bristle brush to scrub off all dirt, grit and grime. Do not use a steel or metal brush as these can leave particles in the wood surface. Don’t immediately run the wood through your saw, jointer or planer as old hardened varnish and paint can also dull and chip blades. Use a belt or drum sander to remove the old finish or paint. Make sure you wear a dust mask.

Green wood is another source for reclaiming economical wood, and I’ve also done a lot of that. A friend from Mississippi related the tremendous amount of storm-damaged pecan and other valuable trees piled and burned during the Katrina disaster. Storm-damaged trees can be a valuable wood source, as can dead or damaged trees that must be removed from yards, trees removed for developments and even the tree tops left from logging operations. Milling slabs from a saw mill can sometimes result in usable woods as well. Even short chunks usually relegated to the firewood pile can be used by wood turners. I always look for unusual grain, crotch figures and other beautiful woods, even when cutting firewood.

A chainsaw mill, such as the Granberg International Small Log Mill, is an excellent choice for woodworkers, wood turners and others for converting small logs into lumber. You will need a chainsaw with at least a 20” bar and 50cc motor.

A bandsaw with resaw blade can also be used to mill small wood chunks, or whatever you can lift and support on the saw table.
A shop-made fence, clamped to the saw table, holds the logs in place for the cuts. You can cut planks or even veneer with a bandsaw setup.

You can also cut wood-turning blanks quickly and easily on the bandsaw. One wood-turning technique is turning green, bark-on bowls. First step is to rough-cut on the bandsaw.

Many trees that would not be utilized by commercial loggers can also result in excellent material for the serious woodworker. If you have a mid-sized chainsaw and are handy with it, you can saw your own logs ready for milling.

**MILLING**

You can cut or mill lumber if you have the right tools, some of which you may already have in your shop. The old timers cut logs into sections by “riving” or using a large chisel, wedges or a “froe” to split the wood apart. This can be used to make rough cuts, followed by a large hand plane to smooth and shape the lumber. Or, use a bandsaw to resaw the wood into planks or...
blocks. You will need to utilize a wide resaw blade for this chore.

A chainsaw mill is a tool that can be used by the occasional woodworking “logger” to saw small trees into planks and “blanks.” These handheld mill attachments are fastened to a chainsaw bar for slabbing and milling. The Granberg models are excellent choices and include the Alaskan MK III Saw Mill, which can be mounted on bars from 24 to 56 inches, as well as the Alaskan Small Log Milling Attachment, which can be mounted on saw bars 20-inches or less. These saws are also excellent choices for cutting beams for constructing buildings. The units require the use of a ripping chain and a chainsaw of at least 50cc.

A bandsaw mill is the ultimate tool for the serious wood collector. You can saw large or small logs into boards and turning blanks. I once had a big, round-blade mill, which ran off my

If small logs for turning are to be stored for some time before use, their ends should be coated with exterior house paint.

The ultimate for home-shop milling is a bandsaw mill, such as the Timber King model shown. These mills are portable, waste little wood and are relatively safe and easy to use.

SAVING MONEY
WITH
RECLAIMED
WOOD

If small logs for turning are to be stored for some time before use, their ends should be coated with exterior house paint.

The ultimate for home-shop milling is a bandsaw mill, such as the Timber King model shown. These mills are portable, waste little wood and are relatively safe and easy to use.
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tractor’s power-take-off, but I’ve used a Timber King portable bandsaw mill for a number of years. It’s easier to use, wastes less wood and is portable. Some small bandmills, such as the Wood-Mizer, are extremely portable, relatively inexpensive and can even be stored in your garage when not in use.

Freshly sawn wood is green or uncured but can be used for some projects and construction. Barns, outbuildings and even post-and-beam buildings are often constructed of fresh-cut beams and posts. A favorite project of woodturners is turning green wood bowls. The wood is extremely easy to turn and provides an unusual project. Short chunks of 12 inches or less are commonly used. Use a chainsaw to saw the logs into lengths. If you’re not going to use immediately, coat both ends heavily with several coats of waterproofing.

In most cases, wood must be dried before use, especially for furniture and cabinetry. Air drying is an ages-old and effective method of drying wood. Any dry area with plenty of air circulation can be used. I’ve used a barn for many years.
Lift, grip and protect your projects

Our new Bench Cookies are revolutionizing the workshop, allowing for stable routing, sanding, carving and other tasks without traditional clamps. The secret? Non-marring rubber pads that solidly grip both the bench and your workpiece. They also elevate your projects for complete access to every edge, making finishing and edge work easy. Sturdy and simple to set up, Bench Cookies are guaranteed to help you Create with Confidence.

Take $10 Off a $30 Order

Simply place your order at Rockler.com by entering promotion code V0405 at checkout or call 1-877-ROCKLER.

Or bring coupon to a Rockler store near you. One-time use only. Minimum purchase of $30 in qualifying merchandise required. Cannot be applied to sales tax or shipping. No cash value. Cannot be combined with other offers or coupons. Not valid at Rockler Partner store locations. Excludes sale items, power tools, Leigh jigs, Porter-Cable dovetail jigs, Shark CNC, Festool and Rockler Gift Cards.

Materials Code:194
coats of exterior house paint. Rough-cut the wood to shape on a bandsaw before turning.

Most woodworking projects, however, are made from dried wood. Purchased lumber is kiln-dried, but the old-time method is air drying. I’ve used this method for many years with lots of successful projects. It takes time and the appropriate space; a dry area with good air flow. You can air-dry outside, covering the wood, or you can air-dry inside. I’ve air-dried in my barn for many years.

Regardless of whether inside or outside, the boards should have their ends coated with house paint. The wood stack must also be located well off the ground or floor and supported to prevent sagging. To allow for air circulation, 3/4-inch wood stickers are placed between the planks as they are stacked in place. If drying outside, add corrugated metal or plastic roof panels as a cover, then cover...
the entire stack with a material called “shade cloth” available at nursery supply houses. This keeps off direct sunlight, yet allows for air circulation. Now you simply need to wait. It normally takes about a year of drying for each inch of lumber to bring the moisture content down to around 12 to 14 percent, but this will vary according to the humidity and temperature in your area. You will need a moisture meter such as the Lignomat Pin Meter. Check the moisture content of the wood in the stack occasionally. You can speed the drying process to a few months by using a home kiln. These can be purchased, or you can build your own. The Lignomat pin meters are extremely easy to use; simply push the pins into the wood surface. Air-drying will usually bring MC down to 10 to 12 percent as shown with this walnut. Before using for construction, the dried lumber must be shop-milled. A power planer, such as the Woodmaster shown, is used for surface and thickness planing.
own. A number of plans are available on the internet. Lignomat also has an accessory that allows you to instantly check the moisture content of the wood in the kiln, as well as the humidity. Most furniture projects are constructed from wood with a 6 to 9 percent moisture content (MC). The best tactic is to store the wood in a heated shop or other area until you reach the desired MC. Check the MC with the Lignomat meter before using.

Nothing is wasted from my recycling, reclaiming and shop projects. Whatever I can’t use in projects gets burned in the fireplace, either as kindling or as fuel.

For more information on building the projects and using the tools found in this article, visit www.extremehowto.com.

Sawing your own wood allows you to produce big slabs for table tops.

A jointer is used for surface planing small pieces and edges of larger pieces. A hand-held plane or power planer is used to surface-finish large planks that won’t run through a planer.

The author even recycled old deck boards for a deck rejuvenation project. Removing the old boards, belt-sanding their bottom sides and reinstalling them.
Roofing installation is a costly and complicated project, which is why it makes sense for homeowners to stretch their improvement dollars by maintaining their existing asphalt shingles to the best of their abilities. The roof is the primary weather barrier of the home—a place where damage should never go unaddressed. The forces of harsh weather and ultraviolet rays will inevitably wear the roof to the point of requiring replacement, but homeowners can conduct some basic upkeep procedures that will help keep out the rain a little longer.

**SHINGLE REPAIR**

Do-it-yourselfers who aren’t afraid of heights can make simple but important repairs to loose shingles and flashing. Asphalt shingles are the most widely used roofing material in residential construction, accounting for roughly 80 percent of the U.S. market. Today’s asphalt roofing greatly outperforms the shingles available 30 years ago, but still costs significantly less than higher-priced rivals (including tile, wood, cedar, slate and metal). Typically, very little maintenance is required; but that does mean some.

After a couple of decades, or after severe storms, you’ll need to inspect an asphalt roof for signs of deterioration. The most obvious perpetrator is a roof leak, indicated by water stains or wet areas in the attic. In some cases these can be patched, but in the case of a serious leak you may need to re-roof. Remember that when tracking the source of a leak, once the water has penetrated the roof it often will flow down the ceiling or framing before dripping onto the ceiling below. So evidence of a leak on the ceiling can be misleading about where it originates on the exterior of the house. If you have access to the attic, first locate the entry point of the leak from inside the house before trying to address it at the roof level.

Also, excessive loose mineral granules in the gutter or bare spots on the shingles are evidence that the asphalt is deteriorating. Sunlight and freeze/thaw cycles can weaken the adhesive that holds the granules to the roofing material, which will eventually require replacement or recovering. Shingles also tend to crack or curl from sun exposure, and wind can blow them off the roof.

Repair loose or buckled shingles with roofing cement. The idea is to prevent simple loose shingles and dog-eared corners from catching a strong wind and pulling away from the roof and opening a major gap in the building envelope. You can pick up roofing cement/sealant in caulk-type tubes for use in a caulking gun. Make sure the product is labeled for your intended application. Also, roofing cement can be used to patch cracks or minor breakage in the shingles. While asphalt shingles are designed for years of low-maintenance
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performance, eventually—hopefully 15 to 20 years—it will need to be re-shingled.

If necessary to replace a shingle, tear off the uppermost damaged shingle by grabbing its sides and pulling it loose. Do the same to the other damaged shingles beneath it. Use a pry bar to remove the old roofing nails. Patch any holes with roofing cement. Reinstall new shingles using the manufacturer’s standard shingle-replacement procedures, and working toward the upper courses (see diagram for typical nail/sealant application). When you reach the top course, coat the top of the last shingle above the seal line with roofing cement. Insert the last shingle beneath the overlapping shingle. It may help to drive a couple of nails to anchor the installation. Bear in mind that the heads roofing nails should be fastened flush to the roofing material but not penetrate through the shingle.

ROOF PENETRATIONS

Keep an eye on roofing penetrations such as flashing around pipes and skylights, which are prime candidates for leaks. For loose flashing, refresh the seal with new roofing cement.

Many of these metal roofing fixtures, such as HVAC pipes, vents, etc., are prone to rust. Not only can these be unsightly detractors of your home’s curb appeal, but if left unchecked the metal can completely corrode through the material and cause structural problems. A handheld wire brush is a good tool to scrub away rust from roof...
fixtures. Or, boost your abrasive power by chucking a circular wire brush into an electric drill. Knock off all the reddish brown spots and wipe away the loose dust. Then, apply oil-based metal primer to the fixture. Rust-Oleum, for example, is a quality metal primer that helps protect metal and is available in a wide variety of colors to complement common roofing tones (www.rustoleum.com). Always use drop cloths when painting at the roof level to avoid accidental spills that can be very apparent on the roof surface.

CLEANING AND PREVENTION

One common complaint about aging roofs is the presence of black streaks or stains that may develop over time. The dark streaks are usually algae, and without the right chemicals, they can be difficult to address. Whereas a bleach or chlorine-based solution applied with non-pressure methods will kill black algae and generally rid the stains with the rinse phase, this method alone won’t prevent the algae from returning in just a few months.

Another option is to use a sodium hydroxide-based product like Stainhandler from Savetime Corporation (www.stainhandler.com). Stainhandler is a biodegradable product and when properly mixed and applied according to directions it will not harm your plants. The product is sold in a concentrated formula, which the user dilutes and applies with a pump-up type of garden sprayer. EHT recommends avoiding the use of a pressure-washer when working on roof shingles, because too strong a stream can blast holes in the asphalt. The entire surface should be sprayed to avoid streaking. Allow the product to work for fifteen minutes and then rinse off the roof with a garden hose.

To prevent future staining for up to 20 years, homeowners can follow the cleaning procedure by installing zinc strips at the ridge line of the roof. With this system, when rain flows over the zinc, harmless zinc oxide is created. The invisible zinc oxide then coats the roof surface and inhibits the growth of fungus.
moss and algae. Zinc strips are available from a variety of manufacturers and can be used on new or existing roofs.

To install zinc strips, start at either end of the roof peak and install a continuous row under the ridgeline. Apply roofing cement along the sealant edge and slide the strip beneath the shingle, leaving the lower half exposed to treat the rainwater.

Nails are not required, although there should be a 1/8-inch gap left between the strips to allow for thermal expansion.

From simple repairs to preventive maintenance, these simple procedures for asphalt roofs amount to no more than a weekend’s worth of work, but they can pay off greatly in the long run of your roof’s performance. EHT
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If your asphalt shingles are beyond repair and recovery, it may be time to pull the plug on them and install a new roof. Replacement shingles are always an option, but it’s one of many. Here are a few notable products that help round out the world of roofing.

**BELLAFORTÉ SYNTHETIC TILES**

The snap-fit, self-locating Bellaforté synthetic roofing tiles from DaVinci Roofscapes are designed to meet the highest standards for wind, fire and impact. Noted for their long-term low maintenance aspects and 50-year warranty, Bellaforté tiles have achieved some of the strictest test ratings in the country. Bellaforté slate roofing tiles include an integrated rain gutter, leading edge tab and rain dam, in an authentic 12-inch slate profile. Bellaforté tiles use 20 percent less material than traditional synthetic and natural slate shingles, saving resources and reducing the tile weight, installation time and landfill load due to reduced construction waste. Learn more at [www.davinciroofscapes.com](http://www.davinciroofscapes.com).

**HEATIZON ROOF DEICING**

ZMesh from Heatizon is a durable, low-voltage bronze screen heating element that serves as a long-term solution for winter ice and snow problems on roofs. ZMesh is installed under non-conductive (non-metal) roofing surfaces including asphalt, slate, cedar shake shingles, as well as membrane roofs. It can be nailed and stapled, providing an easy installation for invisible protection.
ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE

that lasts. The heating elements carry a 25-year warranty. For gutter deicing, GutterMelt features a self-regulating cable with a 10-year warranty, and can be installed in gutters, downspouts, along eaves and in valleys. Learn more at www.heatizon.com.

METAL ROOFING WHOLESALERS

Metal Roofing Wholesalers is a low-cost supplier of quality metal roofing products at competitive prices. Products include the most economical and widely used 3-foot wide roofing panels (custom cut to any length per your specifications); metal shakes, Mexican tile, metal slate and many other styles, all with a baked-on enamel coating using the most advanced coating systems on the market today for years of durability. Also available are different styles of standing-seam panels for both residential and commercial use. Metal Roofing Wholesalers sells roofing products nationwide and ships direct to the consumer from one of many manufacturing facilities located throughout the country. Learn more at www.metalroofingwholesalers.com.
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FACT: KEEP YOUR OUTLETS CLEAN AND WATER WILL ALWAYS FLOW OUT OF YOUR GUTTERS, EVEN IF THERE IS DEBRIS IN THE REST OF THE GUTTER.

The SpoutOff can be installed with new rain gutter systems or The SpoutOff can be retrofitted onto present gutters and downspouts that are in good condition.

www.thespoutoff.com
toll free 866-289-1442
HENRY REFLECTIVE ROOF COATING

For detached garages, workshops, warehouses, sheds and commercial buildings, the right coating for a roof can make a big difference in heat reflection. An uncoated roof can absorb up to 83 percent of the sun’s heat and UV rays, while a roof coated with a Henry Cool Roof reflective coating can reflect up to 88 percent of the sun’s heat and UV rays. An elastomeric coating such as Henry’s Solar-Flex can be applied by brush, roller or spray to reflect the sun’s heat and UV rays while reducing the building’s air-conditioning costs. Learn more at www.henry.com.
MAKE YOUR RECIP SAW A MULTIPURPOSE TOOL
Transform your reciprocating saw into more than a saw with Recipro Tools multi-function attachment system. Take advantage of the tool’s automated action by replacing the blade with a file, rasp, brush or cleaning pad. A quick-connect adaptor inserts into the blade holder using the same tang found on the end of standard recip-saw blades. Then, click any of the ten hex-end attachments into the adapter to expand the applications of your saw. Available is a grill-scrubbing pad, two 3/4-inch stainless steel brushes (one an offset version), an offset 3/4-inch nylon brush, as well as a nylon scrub brush that’s perfect for cleaning automotive tires. For the metal worker, equip your saw with a 5-inch half round file or a tapered rattail file. For the woodworker, there’s a rattail rasp and two flat wood rasps (both rough and fine). The adapter is sold for $18.49, and you can purchase the attachments separately as you need them. For more information, visit www.reciprotools.com.
Woodworkers’ Needs Fulfilled with General’s E-Z Pro Wood Joining Jigs

**E-Z Pro**

**DOVETAIL JIG KIT**

No. 860

The E-ZPro™ DOVETailer™ Jig Kit is General’s answer to easily producing this strong, precise joint quickly and easily. The DOVETailer is perfect for furniture building, cabinetry making and other professional carpentry projects. All you need to do is add your router or router table. The DOVETailer’s self-aligning design ensures that both tails and pins match up every time. Whether you’re cutting dovetails, face joints or box joints, this small, handheld size jig is the solution! It can accommodate boards of any width and makes perfect joints right out of the box. The DOVETailer is so easy to use, even novice woodworkers will be able to cut precise joints with just a few minutes of practice. Professionals will appreciate the unit’s compact size, portability and uncomplicated features.

**E-Z Pro**

**MORTISE & TENON JIG KIT**

The mortise & tenon joint has been used for thousands of years. But not until now did someone figure out a way to provide a quick and easy, all-in-one solution to cut both a matching mortise and tenon with a single inexpensive jig. The General E-ZPro™ Mortise & Tenon Jig Kit is the answer! The jig comes completely assembled and is ready to use right out-of-the-box to produce the widely used 1/4" mortise and tenon joint. An optional kit is available for producing 3/8" and 1/2" joints. Using a plunge router with the jig, woodworkers can quickly and easily cut both mortises and tenons ranging from 1/4" to 1/2" thick and from 1 to 3" wide. The unit can easily handle stock ranging from 1/2" to 1-1/2" thick and can cut multiple mortises in a single long piece.

No. 870

**E-Z Pro**

**POCKET HOLE JIG KIT**

General’s award-winning EZ-Pro™ Pocket Hole Jig Kit is the ideal tool for quickly producing sturdy, attractive pocket hole joints in a variety of applications, including leg and rail joints, table and leg joints, cabinet construction, picture frames, or simply the precision joining of two pieces of wood. The Pocket Hole Jig easily makes flush, corner or angle joints without clamping or gluing. With this kit you only drill one work piece. Then, with the simple alignment of your work pieces, you drive home the supplied self-tapping square drive screws for a rock-solid joint. There is no need for a pilot hole in the mating work piece.

No. 849

**Woodworking Made Easy!**

For clean joints that need to be strong and fastener-free, there’s almost no substitute for the dowel joint. However, if dowel holes are even slightly askew, the dowels won’t mesh rendering the joint unusable. General’s E-ZPro™ Doweling Jig Kit offers a simple, versatile way to produce precision edge-to-edge, right angle, or edge-to-surface joints. The Kit features three size dowels (1/4", 5/16" and 3/8"), and the jig has three different drilling positions designed for stock of 5/8", 3/4" and 1" thick. Steel stops allow you to vary the depth of the cut. Perfect for joints that will be press fit or glued.

No. 841

**WHERE TO BUY**

For more information on General's Woodjoining jig and accessories visit: www.generaltools.com/woodjoining

800-697-8665
The new line of Bellawood engineered flooring available from Lumber Liquidators has the same premium-quality finish as the popular Bellawood solid hardwood. However, its construction makes it more adaptable to adverse situations than solid hardwood such as installation below grade, over concrete and over radiant heat sources, as well as in areas with more moisture exposure (kitchens and baths). Bellawood engineered flooring is scientifically designed with a real dry-sawn hardwood layer adhered atop multiple cross-grain plies. This method of construction ensures the boards stay flat and stable during the seasonal and environmental changes that occur in the home. Bellawood Engineered flooring comes in random plank lengths up to 86 inches long, and the tongue-and-groove construction makes it easy to install as a floating, nailed or glued floor. Bellawood Engineered, which is manufactured in the United States, is available in several domestic and exotic species, including American Walnut, Santos Mahogany, Brazilian Koa, Maple Natural, Red Oak Natural and Brazilian Cherry (pictured). All six species can be installed directly on slab, subfloor, linoleum and tile, making them perfect for do-it-yourselfers. Starting at $4.99 per square foot, Bellawood Engineered has a Lifetime Structural Warranty and a 50-Year Finish Warranty. For more information, visit www.lumberliquidators.com.
The Best Decks Cost Less
Superior Weatherability at a Fraction of the Cost

What can you say to customers who want a better decking product, with the look and feel of real wood, with lower maintenance? Say, Ecolife™ Stabilized Weather-Resistant Wood, the pressure treated lumber that saves you and your customers money, and delivers the performance benefits you and your customers want:

**Assurance – AWPA standardized**
Sell with confidence knowing Ecolife is “Standardized” by the American Wood Protection Association and preservative treatments are inspected by ALSC accredited agencies.

**“Yarding” and Jobsite Performance**
Less waste and fewer calls. Ecolife reduces cracking, splitting, and warping and saves inventory downfall, improving profits and margins.

**Green Building Product**
Ecolife is a Green Approved Product by the NAHB Research Center and is eligible to earn points towards Green Certification under the National Green Building standard.

**Fastener Performance**
Ecolife is no more corrosive to fasteners than untreated wood, and is approved for direct contact with aluminum, even in wet applications.

**Lifetime Appearance and Warranty**
Ecolife’s light color makes it easier to paint and stain. Lifetime Limited Warranty against decay and termites.

“Ecolife stability means fewer service calls.”

“And because it repels moisture so effectively, it doesn’t crack and warp in wet environments like other types of treated lumber. We highly recommend it for framing, substructures, and decks. Ecolife is our first choice.”

Bob Heidenreich,
Owner, The Deck Store

For more information on the full line of Viance treated wood products, call 800-421-8661 or visit treatedwood.com
FIRST PRO-GRADE LIGHTED LEVEL

Swanson introduces the first professional-grade lighted level on the market. Using a level in a room with poor lighting, a common situation on many jobsites, can make it difficult to read the vials. Levelling against a dark wall or background makes the problem worse. Now pros and DIY’ers can use the new Swanson Professional Lightning Level, a top-of-the-line, box beam level that makes visibility brighter in a tough, durable tool. The most visible features on the Lightning Level are its three lighted vials, making them easy to read in the lowest light, even in complete darkness. It also features world class accuracy of .0005 inch per foot and solid construction, with strong, durable acrylic block vials lit by LEDs that will last a lifetime. Vials include three-ring center lines for easy pitch calculations, like for drainage. The Swanson Professional Lightning Level requires just two triple-A batteries (included) that slide safely inside a chamber secured with a screw. For more information, visit www.swansontoolco.com.
SAVE MONEY with Wood Heat

- Furnace Heats in “Power Outages”
- Oil & Gas Backup
- 20-Year Warranty
- Super Efficient
- Free Domestic Hot Water

MADE IN USA SINCE 1972
Call or write for factory direct catalog

Charmaster
2307X Highway 2 West • Grand Rapids, Minnesota 55744
218-326-6786 • www.charmaster.com
EASY WAY TO INSTALL HARDWOODS

Elastilon provides a fast and easy way to install high-performance hardwood floors from 5/16 inch to as thick as 1 inch, requiring no nails or adhesives. Elastilon Self-Adhesive Underlay Membrane can be used on any surface, even concrete, solving the issue of solid hardwood not being structurally stable on a slab and reducing a traditionally complex installation to an easy three-step, peel-and-stick process. It helps turn a basement living space into a warm, pleasant environment. The Elastilon membrane gives cushioned comfort underfoot, and reduces airborne and impact sound transmission. For nearly a decade, Elastilon has changed the way hardwood floors are installed in Europe and is now available in North America with a limited 70-year warranty. For more information visit www.elastilonusa.com or call (877) 526-9663.
Roof Deicing Systems

Invisible Solutions
Lasting Protection
Industry Leading Warranty

Roof deicing solutions for protection against damaging snow and ice.

* Ice Dam Prevention
* Snow Load Management
* Icicle Control
* Provides Water Drainage Path
* Gutter Protection

Visit [www.heatizon.com](http://www.heatizon.com) to learn more about our roof deicing, gutter deicing and snow melting products.

Contact us at Heatizon Systems
[www.heatizon.com](http://www.heatizon.com) | 888-239-1232
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ENJOY SOFT WATER
WITHOUT SALTS OR CHEMICALS
SAVE ENERGY AND MONEY!

WaterKing USA
CALL TODAY 800-808-1974
www.WaterKingUSA.com

www.extremehowto.com
Get the wood that Dean Johnson uses: Wolmanized® wood

"Wolmanized® wood has long been a respected brand – I’ve used it on my TV show for 20 years – and it has earned its good reputation."

For decks, fences, landscaping, and other backyard projects, one brand has stood out for decades. Today’s Wolmanized® Residential Outdoor® wood offers you long-lasting lumber that is backed by a lifetime limited warranty* and the consumer promise of the Good Housekeeping Seal. It’s real wood, with all of the beauty, construction features, and environmental advantages of real wood.

When choosing treated wood for your project, choose the grade of lumber that best suits your needs and look for wood treated for your intended use – ground contact or above ground. Most of all, choose the brand that you and Dean Johnson can trust: Wolmanized® Residential Outdoor® wood. Ask your dealer for Wolmanized® wood.

Dean Johnson, host of TV’s long-running home improvement show, Hometime

Wood Treated Right™

*See complete warranty details on the website. You’ll also find useful construction tips, building plans, and help in locating a nearby dealer.

For details on the Consumer Promise, see GoodHousekeepingSeal.com.

Wolmanized and Outdoor are registered trademarks of Arch Wood Protection, Inc.

www.wolmanizedwood.com
Beautiful today... Beautiful FOREVER

Faster, Frustration-free Installation
Automatic Board Alignment
Tongue & Groove Design
No Expensive Fasteners
No Tedious Spacers

In a class by itself... NOT composite, NOT cellular PVC
SOLID PVC DECKING with enhanced surface technology
will not fade, stain, rot, or mold

Contact us for samples or more information | genovaproducts.com
800.521.7488